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A new immersive, surround-sound
visit to the

Château de Vaux-le-Vicomte



Immersion in the story of 
Nicolas Fouquet

Vaux-le-Vicomte was the fruit of the visionary, enthusiastic mind of Nicolas Fouquet, then 
Superintendent of Finances to the young king, Louis XIV. To establish his estate, he engaged the 
services of three celebrated Grand Siècle artists: the gardener-landscaper André Le Nôtre, the 
architect Louis Le Vau and the painter-decorator Charles Le Brun. United by the fraternity of 
genius, they put together an estate that is emblematic of the arts of the 17th century.  From its very 
inauguration, Vaux-le-Vicomte became the model of perfect harmony between landscape and 
architecture, one which would inspire all of Europe.

Thanks to the visit in 3D sound, which will be launched in May 2019, the Château de 
Vaux-le-Vicomte will continue its role as a cultural pioneer with the offer of this new sys-
tem for visitors.  
The technology allows the creation of a sound universe that is entirely natural, where sounds 
exist in three dimensions, and is part of the long term plan of the Vogüé family, owners of the 
château, to make it accessible to the greatest number of visitors. Created with a specialized sound 
company, this will be the first time ever the system has been deployed in a château in France.
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NICOLAS FOUQUET IN A FEW DATES

1641: Nicolas Fouquet buys the Vaux estate. He is named “Vicomte de Vaux” and surrounds 
himself with André Le Nôtre, Charles Le Brun and Louis Le Vau.
1651: Nicolas Fouquet marries his second wife, Marie-Madeleine de Castille.
1653: Nicolas Fouquet becomes the Superintendent of Finances in France: he attempts, with 
difficulty, to balance the budget of the kingdom.  
May 4, 1661: King Louis XIV decides to have Nicolas Fouquet arrested.
August 17, 1661: Nicolas Fouquet gives a sumptuous reception for the King in the presence of 
the Court. Vatel was the majordomo while Molière and Lully created entertainment for it in the 
form of a comedy-ballet.
September 5, 1661: arrest of Nicolas Fouquet, accused of misappropriation of funds, on the 
orders of the King.
1662-1664: trial of Nicolas Fouquet for peculation and lèse-majesté. He is condemned to exile, 
but the King uses his power to pardon to increase the sentence instead, to life imprisonment. 
March 23, 1680: Nicolas Fouquet, age 65, dies in the prison of Pignerol.
1705: at the death of their son, Nicolas Fouquet’s widow sells the Vaux-le-Vicomte estate to a 
prestigious officer in Louis XIV’s army, Maréchal de Villars.

The immersive sound visit will plunge the visitor into the 
heart of History, which will come alive thanks to the sound 
environment: historic figures will awake, coming to life around 
him.  The visitor is invited to discover epic moments in the life of 
Nicolas Fouquet and the creation of Vaux-le-Vicomte, immersed 
in a drama animated by sound: the death of Mazarin, the plot 
hatched by Colbert and Louis XIV against Fouquet, the sumptuous 
party, with Molière, La Fontaine and Vatel in attendance, the 
arrest of Fouquet by d’Artagnan, the trial, etc.
The scenes are played out along the usual path taken by visitors 
inside the château.



Technological innovation:
an immersive experience 

in 3D sound 
Beacons detect a connected “narrator” (see glossary) as soon as the visitor enters a room and 
activates the scene that corresponds. The visitor is then swept away on an (immersive) sound 
visit to the  Grand Siècle for an hour, with no interruption.
Thanks to this technological experience, the visitor bathes in the sound atmosphere of the scene: 
guests whispering, clothing rustling, the noise of plates and glasses, doors slamming, the chiming 
of clocks… 
700 headsets will be put at the disposal of visitors, free of charge at the entrance of the château, 
for the enjoyment of the 300,000 who visit the estate annually.
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GLOSSARY

Binaural (or 3D) sound is a technology that allows the creation of an entirely natural sound 
universe, where sounds exist in space:  they reach the hearer from directly in front, from the 
right or from the left. Binaural sound differs from stereo sound (2 sound sources) in its 360° 
approach: it simulates the way humans listen to recreate natural sound.
Headsets: the headsets acquired by the estate were made by the French company FOCAL, 
guaranteed to provide High Definition sound.
The “narrator”: small audio device  connected to the HF beacons, broadcasting the sound narrative.
HF beacons: radio-transmitter activating the narrator’s scenes.



A bold project in
cultural democratization 

«We are convinced that discovering the Château de Vaux-le-Vicomte in 3D sound is an excellent 
means of transmitting History to the general public, and particularly those who are somewhat 
removed from cultural activities. It is essential to put in place initiatives designed for a variety of 
people.» explains Ascanio de Vogüé, General Manager and Co-owner of the Château de Vaux-le-
Vicomte.

The château comes to life thanks to two types of sound visit, adapted to the largest public 
possible: 

-The adult visit, “The Fouquet Affair,” was scripted by Xavier Maurel and will be available in 
3 languages (French, English, German). It plunges the visitor into the very heart of the greatest 
hours of the château, with Nicolas Fouquet, Louis XIV, Le Nôtre, Vatel, etc. at center stage.
-The youth visit, “The Fabulous History of  Vaux,” was scripted by Timothée de Fombelle and 
will be available in 2 languages (French, English.) Through it, children will discover the château 
accompanied by Jean de La Fontaine, Fouquet’s friend, and the flying squirrel, Panache, spirit of 
the estate...

The scenes, lively and ludic, make the history of the château accessible to all, thus fulfilling 
one of its principal missions: the transmission of History and an access to art. 
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Shooting the video of this 
original material

The authors, Xavier Maurel and Timothée de Fombelle, have been in residence at 
Vaux-le-Vicomte to drink in the spirit of the place. The script here is not only conceived for visitors 
who are moving around, but also for three-dimensional sound. The château becomes the décor 
for its own history: visitors “meet” historic figures who actually visited Vaux.
30 actors of various nationalities lent their voices for the filming of the 3D sound visit, including 
three from the Comédie Française: Michel Vuillermoz (Molière), Benjamin Lavernhe (Louis XIV) 
and Laurent Stocker (Jean de La Fontaine).
15 costumed extras also participated in the filming on site, to reconstitute the noise of footsteps, 
the rustling of lace and other atmospheric noises…  

Both visits in each language were filmed directly on site, so that the acoustics of the 
château would be properly recreated. The voices of the actors resonate against the paneling 
and the hangings so that the visitor is immersed in the same sound atmosphere as the one he is 
actually experiencing: the figures move with him, in the same space where he finds himself.  
Sound-effects (fires in the hearths, fireworks, the arrival of a carriage, etc.), also taped at the 
château, were added in post-production.

The various pieces of music in the youth visit are original compositions. The adult 
experience is punctuated with Baroque music from the 17th and 18th centuries; extracts from 
the catalogue of recording by the ensemble Les Talens Lyriques (Couperin, Lully, Forqueray...), 
directed Christophe Rousset (Record Label Aparté Little Tribeca & Naïve).
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Press contacts
CHÂTEAU

Hortense LAMARCHE ALLAND - 06 75 34 53 87
h.alland@vaux-le-vicomte.com

The immersive surround-sound
visit in a few key figures

• Cost of the project: 750 000 €
• Pursued sponsorship: 65 % (487 500€)
• Date of implementation: May 6, 2019

• Cost for the visitor: FREE (included in the entrance ticket)
• Number of headsets: 700

• Visits available: 2 (1 adult and 1 youth)
• Languages available: 3 for the adult visit (French, English,

German), 2 for the youth visit (French, English)
• Duration of the visit: 1h

Financed by the  
Région Ile de France
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